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Interested and eligible candidates fulfilling all the requisite qualifications are invited to appear before the Selection Committee for a
walk-in-interview for the following temporary position under the NICRAproject. The period of the project is Up-to 31.03.2018 (likely
to be extended).
Date of Intervle~
Place of Interview

: 25.09.2017

: ICAR RCER Research Centre, Plandu, Ranchi

~~. Name of the Post
1. Senior Research

Fellow (One Position)
Under the project
NICRA

Salary
(Rs.)

25,000/-
Plus
HRA

Essential
Qualification

M.Sc. (Ag.) in Entomology/M.Sc. in Zoology/M.Sc. in
Biotechnology/M.Sc. in Botany.
Those with 3 years bachelor's degree must have
UGC/CSIRlICAR NET qualification or equivalenV
Ph.D. in any ofthe above disciplines.

Masters' degree in the fields of Computer Application/
Computer Science/ Agricultural Engineering/
Agricultural Physics/ Environmental Science/
Statistics/ Bioinformatics, Geoinformatics or relevant
biological sciences with 4/5 years bachelor's degree.
Those with 3 years bachelor's degree must have
UGC/CSIRlICAR NET qualification or equivalenV
Pt!..Q...;nany of the above disciplines or Intergrated (B.
Tee1i.+M.Tech., 5 years) in relevant subject.

2.ISenlor Research

1

25,000/-
Fellow (One Position) Plus
Under the project HRA
NICRA

Desirable
Qualification

Expertise in
identification of
insect pests &
diseases' of
horticultural crops.

Good computer
knowledge/
Experience in the
field of modeling,
Remote sensing
and GIS.

Place of
Posting
Ranchi,

Jharkhand

Ranchi,
Jharkhand

Terms and conditions :-
1. Age: 35 years for men and 40 years for women.
2. The post is purely contractual and co-terminus with the project of until further orders whichever is earlier. There is no

provision for regularization. .
3. The Director ICAR Research Complex for Eastern Region, Patna reserves the right to cancel/postpone the interview

and terminate the contract before the completion of the project without assigning any region thereof.
4. No TNDA will be paid for attending the interview. .
5. Candidate may appear for walk-in-interview with complete bio-data Le., Name, Address, Educational qualifications &

experience etc. with one recent passport size photograph signature across, the photograph along with attested copies
of all the certificates and testimonials, at the time of reporting for the interview, They are required to bring original
certificates and testimonials for verification.

6; Candidates must sign hislher attendance before 11.30AM.late comers will not be considered for interview.
7. Any change in the information provided in this advertisement, shall only be uploaded on the Institute's website for

necessary updates, if any (www.icarrcer.in).
8. Candidates processing desirable qualification will be given extra weightage.

Sd/-
I/c Assistant Administrative Officer




